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What is more valuable than gold in the Yukon Territory? Discover the power of remoteness on
your imagination.Yukon Dreams is the first book sounding out the depths of the Yukon’s
remoteness, and, more broadly, Canada’s remoteness. It is a documented and poetic essay; an
innovative attempt to distil the Yukon’s essence. A relatively small territory tucked between
Alaska and the Northwest Territories, the Yukon is a metaphorical corner. What draws people to
her vastness? What hides behind the desire for farness? The passion for remoteness has often
been evoked, notably in polar exploration literature, but it remains largely unexplained. This book
is a thorough, Yukon’s focused analysis. Since the Klondike Gold Rush, the mystique of the
Yukon Territory has grown. Indeed, whether you drive the Alaska Highway, mush on the Yukon
Quest, canoe a Yukon river, hike rugged ridges or build a cabin, you embrace an unforgettable
wilderness. But you also enter a world of inner darkness. This text unveils the shadier,
ambiguous Yukon at the opposite of touristic clichés. It transports readers to corners of the
territory only accessible by imagination. Compelling illustrations, maps, bibliography and index
complement a cardinal reflection for lovers of solitary regions.
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IntroductionIt’s already there, in young eyes looking through the classroom window. Restrained
by the adult, later in life, but always set free by the dreamer: the love for an elsewhere. Perhaps a
recall for once upon a time stories heard far, far too many times. Where is yours? Under warm
climes? Is it easy to reach? A tropical island maybe? If you have masochistic inclinations, you
lust for the North. Or only a part of it, since the North is too big, even for the imagination. What
about one of the most romantic northern regions? The Yukon embodies a distant, cold, and
painful elsewhere. Idealized, it tantalizes with its wonders and riches. Strange, its borders are
imprecise; a wilderness implacable. Intangible, the territory is a land of dreams.The idea of the
Yukon territory encompasses much more than its political boundaries. Many parts of Alaska,
Northwest Territories and British Columbia are, historically, geographically, and culturally
included in a broader Yukon. It seems impossible to exclude Skagway, in Alaska, from the
Yukon’s historic equation. The Atlin’s area in Northern British Columbia has more common
ground with the Yukon than it does with the rest of British Columbia. The same can be said of the
western part of the Northwest Territories. Inuvik’s only road connection is with the Yukon! When
wolverines cross the Richardson Mountains, they are not preoccupied by the territories’ borders.
Like wolverines, this essay is similarly disinterested with boundaries on a map.Of course, “the
Yukon” covers more than a physical territory. It is a state of mind. For most people, it is a



legendary part of the Canadian North. Why is the Yukon such a mysterious land? Where lies its
power of attraction? Why is it such a fertile place for dreams of all kinds? Answering those
questions could be seen as an attempt to capture a poetic, although illusory, “spirit of place.”
However, such ambition must be tempered. A key is needed to unlock the Yukon’s
mysteries.Given its fundamental importance for the comprehension of the North, I focus on the
notion of “remoteness.” It is the cornerstone of my reflection.[1] Geographic remoteness is
evoked in most books about the Yukon, but it is always peripheral to their subjects. Remoteness
serves as a backdrop, an explanation to other centers of interests, such as wilderness,
adventure, tragedy and history. Although recent books of poetic nature evoke the magnetism of
remote lands,[2] an in-depth consideration of remoteness is missing in Yukon literature and
more broadly in northern literature. Of course, in spirit and subject matter, this work shares
affinities with other northern books, like Barry Lopez’s seminal Arctic Dreams. In the latter,
remoteness is mostly implied. My own Yukon Dreams attempts to make explicit the notion;
specifically how remoteness contributes to the Yukon mystique and attraction.Who am I first
writing about, and for whom, may such a text have less relevance? An essay on the Yukon’s
remoteness is relatively ethno-centered. What does “remote” mean for Yukon Natives? What are
they really separated from in their ancestral land? Of course Yukon inhabitants, whether First
Nations or not, live in an isolated region. However, remoteness is more pregnant for those
coming from somewhere else. Separation is inherent in the conception of remoteness. One has
to feel separated from something or someone to feel remoteness. Do First Nations families living
in the bush feel they live in remote locations? If one has shelter, food, protection and family
nearby, does he feel separated from something? Remoteness affects more acutely the
newcomer, the visitor, whose roots lie buried elsewhere. It is similar, in that respect, to
wilderness. The idea of “wilderness” may be valid for the White man, especially the urban
dweller, but is it a relevant concept for someone living off the land, for whom “wilderness” is
simply called “home?”Remoteness must be understood broadly as it encompasses more than
physical distances. Geographic, philosophic, poetic and spiritual components are parts of the
notion. In this essay, remoteness is an experience of the mind. It is something lived and
perceived by individuals. An emphasis on the sphere of imagination leads to a corollary
question: what is hidden behind the desire for remote places? The question is answered in part
by the broader genre of polar exploration literature.[3] However, I want to elaborate a more
focused, “Yukonized” answer.The Yukon’s remoteness is examined through the prism of
subjective aspects of the human mind. Myths, illusions, delusions, hopes, aspirations, nostalgia,
exhilaration, and contemplation are the primary materials used in this work. They are the
“dreams” of the essay’s title. Dreams can be unique, particular to an individual. They can also be
collective, shared by many people or groups of people. There is a part of reality in both kinds, yet
they also carry denial, subjectivity and misrepresentation. Furthermore, dreams are not only
about ideas and abstract mental images. They are made of visual images, and for that reason
various maps and illustrations necessarily complement the text.This essay is an invitation into



the world of northern representations. The Canadian North faces many stereotypes embedded
in the public imagination. The Yukon faces maybe more as it is an attractive region of the North.
Sometimes, I dismantle some of these stereotypes, but the reader should be conscious that it is
not the primary objective of the essay. “Scientific truth” is not my intent. At best, I wish to reach a
“poetic truth.” This text is written with openness to the goals of Geopoetics. One of my underlying
wishes is to help reconcile people with the sense-of-space that is being lost more and more,
thereby getting them closer to a “finer earth living.”[4] But it is, above all, a composition for Yukon
lovers.Diverse sources help to complete this task, and I draw on history, geography, well known
facts, the works of many authors and artists and my own intuitions about the territory. The result
is a work primarily of interpretation, for it would be vain to seek objectivity in a reflection where
the first material studied is imagination.Important biases direct my thoughts. First and foremost, I
am guilty of topophilia.[5] This love is often channelled in landscape photography; a prism I use
to view the world. Furthermore, born and raised in France, I perceive the Yukon as an exotic
place. I have now been immersed in it for years, but a part of me still sees the territory as a
foreign world, a place of wonders and extremes. Consequently, a healthy dose of contemplation
and astonishment feeds my work; it often leans on the slope of exaggeration. Poetic outbursts
can’t always be contained, and perhaps excess is needed to interpret forms of spatial
excessiveness. Coming from “Outside” but having lived inside the territory for years gives me
both distance and intimacy with the subject. I try to keep a balance between those, despite the
fact that the relation is asymmetrical. I feel at home in the Yukon. I also confess that my thoughts
lean towards a romanticized vision of the North.[6] In terms of landscape and wilderness, I am
conservative. I wish the northern land stays as “intact” as possible, in all its recesses.

CHAPTER ONECorner of the WorldThe cliché “corner of the world” designates a far and
isolated place, but can it be applied to the Yukon? This image, although easy, may be truthful to
a “spirit of place.” In the Poetics of Space Gaston Bachelard examines the intimate spaces
experienced by humans. His study of the corner offers key analogies to explain the territory. In
spatial and affectionate terms, the Yukon is a corner.CornerA corner has obvious geographical
features, like shape and location, and a cursory look at the map reveals the traits of the northern
backwater. Triangularly shaped, wedged in the northwest limit of Canada, in between three
giants, Northwest Territories, British Columbia, and Alaska, the Yukon appears cramped. The
mountainous topography contributes to the feeling of isolation, ever more cutting-off the territory.
The Yukon has been perceived, correctly, as the “verge of the world” by explorers [7] or today’s
inhabitants; an elsewhere relatively few people visit, let alone live in. Even for Canadians, the
Yukon has an antipodean character. It is a few thousand miles away from any important city. The
Lost Whole Moose Catalogue humorously locates the territory as “somewhere between cosmic
debris and social interaction.” The corner comparison should be furthered.Can the size of the
corner be measured? A corner can be vast or small and the Yukon is both at the same time. It is
relatively big in terms of surface, land, and wilderness. Yet, it is small, population-wise. Sparsely



populated, it contained only about 35 000 inhabitants in 2012. Thus, the idea that Yukoners live
in a big village lost in the immensity of the subarctic is veracious. The territory is insignificant
from an economic or demographic point of view, but it remains gigantic as a mythical region. The
Yukon of imagination is much bigger than its measurable importance in the world.By nature, a
corner has two opposite sides. They can be protruding or caving in, positive or negative, and
Yukoners possess this dual vision of their territory in its relation to the world. For them, the Yukon
is implicitly “inside” while the rest of the world is explicitly “Outside.” Getting out of the territory,
wherever it may be, is flying outside the Yukon nest. The corner radiates protection, memories
and, ironically, warmth. The coldest place in North America also diffuses the glowing light that
makes Yukoners thrive. Birthplace or not, the Yukon often feels like home for its inhabitants. One
quickly gets familiar with the places and faces of the friendly territory. The region is a haven for
many, a hide-away for a few. It is still a sanctuary, especially when it comes to the quality of the
wilderness. Within its isolation, Yukoners find insulation.But that positive side cannot exist
without a darker counterpart. The corner is a “negation of the Universe.”[8] A denial of the world.
Is the rest of the world outside of Yukoners’ interest too? Could it be said they deny the world as
it is? Can the proverb “out of sight, out of mind” be applied to the Yukon’s relation to the world? In
the 70s a Yukon bumper sticker reads: “we don’t give a damn how they do it on the Outside.”[9] A
position that is not without irony since, to this day, the Yukon’s lifeblood is federal subsidies. But
is the reciprocity true? Is the Yukon too far to be of interest to the rest of the world? Historically,
the attraction of the Outside for the Yukon has fluctuated. Of course, the Gold Rush (1896-1899)
brought the world’s attention to bear on the northwest corner of Canada, but “by 1939, the Yukon
seemed to have disappeared from the national consciousness.”[10] This amnesia lasted until
the building of the Alaska Highway in 1942, which rekindled excitement for the territory. Those
cycles of interest-indifference continue to this day, shaping the lives of Yukoners.Captives of
Yukon TimeWhat kind of people live in a corner? Yukoners have a sense of distinctiveness, even
those who have not stayed long in the territory. They may think they are different, unique in some
ways. What triggers such prompt self-identification? What part does the territory’s remoteness
play in their identity? Are Yukoners so special after all? Don’t all frontier societies feel different
from the rest of the world? Many of Yukoners’ traits are typical of frontier societies’ traits and,
therefore, can be found elsewhere in Canada or Alaska.Let’s wander into the simplistic and
guilty satisfaction of reviewing the stereotyped Yukoner. The Yukoner sees himself, and is seen,
as a man of the frontier, who values individualism, self-reliance, pragmatism and distrusts the
authorities. He cherishes the “culture of opposition” common to many northern or remote
regions. [11] Advice given in the Lost Whole Moose Catalogue to log cabin builders illustrates a
typical attitude:Build your own place - out of logs and don’t take any bullshit from government
inspectors or anyone else, unless they’ve lived in the area longer than you. Just do it, if you want
it. And you can scrounge a lot of material you’ll need. Just look around. It’s worth it. No sense in
paying for something you could get for free.[12]Is the distinction “Sourdough” (old-timer) and
“Cheechako” (newcomer who has not survived yet a Yukon winter) still valid today? The terms



are not commonly used anymore, even if they are still part of a northern folklore. However, in
Yukoners’ minds there are remnants of this hierarchy. There is pride and value in having spent
numerous years in the territory. Is it the remote society’s reward for having survived the elements
and the painful isolation of the North? The Yukon Order of Pioneers, a male fraternity organized
in 1894, still exists today and has one essential requirement for it members: they must have
resided at least 20 years in the territory. Time molds the quintessential Yukoner.In this small
society, patronage and favouritism are significant, bringing simultaneous advantages and
inconveniences. What is the reverse side of the coin of a society where big city stress doesn’t
rule? The Yukoner can be nonchalant or negligent, and many have the reputation of being
unprofessional. Those faults often find justification in the “Yukon Time,” which in the territory has
more to do with the unpunctuality of the “African Time” than with the Pacific Time Zone. On
Yukon Time, everything is slower.For visitors this may be a plus, as it gives more time to
appreciate the place (the expression is used abundantly in tourists brochures). However,
resistance to schedules and punctuality frustrates greatly the inhabitant waiting for a firewood
delivery or roof repairs.“Desperate Irony”, Whitehorse, 2009, photo credit: Norm Hamilton.Every
region in the world has its share of eccentric people. Does the Yukon have proportionally more of
them? Would one move to the territory because he is different or would he become different
once there? Both maybe. Yukon artist Jim Robb uses the expression “The Colourful Five Per
Cent” to designate the Yukon’s unique personalities. What are the criteria to be part of the
Yukon’s elite? Robb’s answer: “Newcomers. Long time residents. Rich or poor. It doesn’t matter.
As long as they have something that sets them apart from 95 per cent of the people.” The Yukon
seems to count a fair number of hermits, artists, drifters, and drunks.[13] Yes, there are
remarkable women in the territory,[14] but more often society glorifies exceptional men.One of
the colourful characters is Elvis Presley of the Yukon, who now resides in Ross River,
humorously called “Lost Liver.” Elvis was called Gilbert Nelles until the day a U.F.O beam struck
him. Told to be the reincarnation of Elvis Presley, he now sings, paints, makes movies and is
involved in politics. He tried to get elected in the 2011 Territorial election. His slogan reveals an
ambitious program for the territory: “Be a Hound Dog, Vote Elvis Presley, Make Yukon
Graceland.” A fertile imagination is common among these colorful people.Another example of
one of the Colourful Five Per Cent is Albert Solomon. Around 1920, Albert was a trapper and
prospector in the headwaters of the White River, in the Saint Elias Range, 400 miles from
Dawson. During one of his prospecting trips, he fell in icy overflow water. His feet froze, and he
lost his toes and part of both feet. In Dawson, a new and adapted pair of shoes is made for him.
Unfortunately, they quickly wear out. The pragmatic Albert improvises. He kills a bear, skins off
the hind feet and sews them to the top of his mukluks. He then walks with a new type of
footwear: the “Solomon’s shoes,”[15] the missing link between the grizzly paw and the human
foot!Yukoners can leave the Yukon but can they escape from it? Can they break free of the
isolated settings where they lived for many years? Do long-timers face adaptation problems
Outside? What about children? An anecdote of Yukon kids discovering the Outside in the 1920s



may be part of an answer. During a visit to Seattle or Vancouver, young Yukoners marvelled at
towering skyscrapers and electric trolleys,[16] but past the first exotic impression their
disappointment is illustrative. Laura Berton, teacher in Dawson at the beginning of the 20th
century, recalled a family trip to Vancouver. She writes that her children were excited at the idea
of a picnic. But they come away disappointed by the experience: “they had been used to picnics
along the solitary rivers and creeks of the Yukon, and the seething mass of naked humanity on
English Bay in Vancouver startled and terrified them.”[17] In this example, the kids’ unpleasant
experience has only benign consequences. However, the question of adaptation is only a few
steps away from the question of Education. Today, is the Yukon Education System satisfactorily
preparing children for the modern challenges of the Outside? In 2010, Yukon students placed
last in a national education survey.[18] In Canada’s classroom, Yukon is the dunce banished to
its corner. Even today, the price to pay for living isolated is an unfortunate disconnection with the
educational development of populated areas.Mobility is a paradox of the Yukon life. In the North,
transience is the norm. The Yukon’s population comprises many people who stay temporarily in
the region. Tourists and miners, for example, form a segment of population which increases and
decreases with the seasons, the years and the economic climate. Historically, the region is
made of “boom-and-bust cycles,” and the affirmation that many people go to the Yukon to make
money remains valid today. However, it is for more personal reasons, although often linked to the
territory’s isolation, that the miner, the artist, or the public servant, returns south, leaving the
“land of yesterdays and tomorrows.”[19] For many, the Yukon leaves the bittersweet taste of the
transitory experience. Paradoxically, the region exudes the impression of immutability.“Albert
Solomon”, YUKON ARCHIVES, CLAYTON BETTS COLLECTION # 9412.PermanenceIt is a
banality to say the world is changing quickly. Climate change, urban sprawl, wars, and global
terrorism, give the kaleidoscopic impression to 24-hour news addicts that the world is in a
constant flux. But change may happen more quickly in some regions than in others. Far from the
commotion of big cities, the Yukon emanates permanence. The short history of the territory may
help to explain it, but perhaps the territory is better conceived in geological terms. The
topography and the prehistoric allure of the backcountry freeze the Yukon in the névé of
perpetuity. Is it not one of the corner’s characteristics to give its inhabitants a feeling of
immobility? From a historic and economic point of view the region lingers in the past. Will it ever
be famous for something other than the immortal Gold Rush?
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Norm Hamilton, “Cognitive, spiritual, physical and emotional. In this literary essay, author
Damien Tremblay explores the concept of how remoteness contributes to the Yukon mystique
and attraction.The book abounds with legendary stories from Yukon: The Last Patrol, W.J.D.
Dempster, The madness of Michael Oros, the “Mad Trapper, Albert Johnson and more. He
introduces the reader to Yukon’s “Colourful Five Per Cent”; those described by another Yukon
writer, Jim Robb. He explains local vernacular such as “Sourdough,” Cheechako,” and “Outside”
and then discusses their relevance and validity in today’s world.“Yukon Dreams”is laden with
images, both recent and historical, with numerous photos from the Yukon Archives. It includes
maps and illustrations to assist in the discovery. The depth of research is obvious and includes
an endnote section with 153 entries. (The good part is that each is linked within the text and the
link is reciprocal so it takes you back to where you left off. In the Kindle version I read, all the
links worked)According to Tremblay, the remoteness and mystery of Yukon is a large part of the
initial attraction … and eventual cement that draws and keeps people in Yukon. He discusses
mining, homesickness and cabin fever—all with a similar love and skill that was used by Robert
Service to engage readers in his prose.Tremblay’s poetic narrative fuses with fidelity of
information and an obvious cognitive, spiritual, physical and emotional attachment to the
material is enlivening for the reader.“Yukon Dreams” is a literary journey I highly recommend.”
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Dempster, The madness of Michael Oros, the “Mad Trapper, Albert Johnson and more. He
introduces the reader to Yukon’s “Colourful Five Per Cent”; those described by another Yukon
writer, Jim Robb. He explains local vernacular such as “Sourdough,” Cheechako,” and “Outside”
and then discusses their relevance and validity in today’s world.“Yukon Dreams”is laden with
images, both recent and historical, with numerous photos from the Yukon Archives. It includes
maps and illustrations to assist in the discovery. The depth of research is obvious and includes
an endnote section with 153 entries. (The good part is that each is linked within the text and the
link is reciprocal so it takes you back to where you left off. In the Kindle version I read, all the
links worked)According to Tremblay, the remoteness and mystery of Yukon is a large part of the
initial attraction … and eventual cement that draws and keeps people in Yukon. He discusses
mining, homesickness and cabin fever—all with a similar love and skill that was used by Robert
Service to engage readers in his prose.Tremblay’s poetic narrative fuses with fidelity of
information and an obvious cognitive, spiritual, physical and emotional attachment to the
material is enlivening for the reader.“Yukon Dreams” is a literary journey I highly recommend.”

Sébastien Giraudeau, “Une approche originale pour découvrir le Yukon. Une approche originale



pour découvrir le Yukon : témoignage intéressant et belles photographies pour les amoureux de
la nature. Un véritable retour aux sources.”
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